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Site.

 After my visit to our site, it was instinctive for me to group the photos that I had 

taken based on theme and connective aspects. By arranging the photos in this 
manner, I could much more easily get an image on what makes Preston Village as a whole, 
and not as individual parts. This arrangement of photography would later play a large role 

in creating the collages on the next page, and clarifying their thematic connections 
in my head. 



Collage. 

 To gain a more conclusive vision of the site, I created three mon-
tages that combine various thematic elements and distill them into 

manifestations of different parts of the village; those being, 
the claustrophobic yet charming old lanes, the flurries of green that are 
prevalent in both gardens and the area surrounding Preston Manor, 
and the arches and splendour of St Peter’s Church. This activity was ex-
tremely revealing to me, and really helped me to get a combined vision 

of the various essences of the site. It was fascinating to see how var-
ious elements overlap, despite clear differences in date of con-
struction. The prime example being that the tall windows of the church 
aligned well with the arch of the railway bridge. One element of these 
collages that struck me as important in understanding the site was with 
the idea of ‘layers’, and how by layering images, different aspects of the 
buildings are brought to attention, most obviously those that overlap 
with similar features of different photographs. It provides an air of mys-

tery, where one almost wants to peel back the layers to see 
what’s beneath. 



Inhabitation

Least AccessMost Access
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 Since I had found a fascination with the facade in my collages, I decided that it would be useful to map 
out the level of restriction within buildings on my site, ranging from a dark red that portrayed no access what-

soever, to least access, for places like the church, wherein the whole building is accessible to the public. This 
exercise brought to attention the severe impenatrability of a modern community, where 
privacy is extremely important and the onlooker has to only guess what is behind the facade. 

 I also created a study of previous maps of the area dating back to 1890, this was of interest as it revealed 
which of the buildings on site had remained for the longest. 
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collective vernacular

 Upon examination of recurring elements of the site, I decided to create several designs that brought together elements of Preston Village into simple and cohesive designs to 

combine into one emalgamation of the Village. There were three motifs that I immediately noticed as constants throughout the site, the rusticated corners, the use 
of protuding stones as aggregaate, and the long and slender windows that have a sense of Gothic revival about them. I found it important to not only notice but incorporate these 
motifs into my design so as to fully immerse my project in the Village’s collective vernacular. 



Cake Concept

 What really struck me about the site was the power of the facade, and the 
mystery that lies behind it. However, instead of wanting to reveal this mystery, I 
found it much more interesting to leave this space to the unknown. This unobtainable void 

space was fascinating to me, and so came the idea of a a cake that appears as a cake 
on a surface level, but cannot be cut or eaten; its contents are unreachable. To ground 
this cake in its site, I decided that I should use the mundane aesthetic features of the Vil-
lage’s traditional vernacular to create a facade that seems pleasant, yet has an allusion to 
the permanence of architecture to hint at the object’s impenatrability. 



Cake Development

 Once settled upon a rough vernacular design of my 
cake, it was time to settle upon material placement and pat-
tern. I settled upon long and slender gaps niches in the cakes 
surface that came as an amalgamation of my previous work 
on the local vernacular. At this stage of design, I was focusing 

solely on the cake’s surface and how I could articulate the 
aesthetic idea of a neighbourhood into the for-
mat of a cake. In terms of material, I decided that plaster 
would be the optimal ‘icing’, due to its similarity to cake icing 
in appearance despite its rigid and brittle texture. 



Cake Prototype

The time came for me to think about the void space on the inside of the 
cake; how could I illustrate this idea of a mystery on the inside of the 
cake, without revealing its contents? The idea came to me when thinking 
about the traditional use of candles in association with cakes. I thought 

that an interesting way to subvert the idea of the candle on the 
top of  the cake would be to place it on the inside; surprise! 
However, the idea of mystery for the viewer needs to be maintained; and 
this could be achieved with the use of narrow windows on the side of 
the cak, that would release slivers of light from the inside of the cake. The 

movement and flickering of the candle would give the illu-
sion of movement within.  However, the idea of mystery was still 
diminished; as all one would need to do to find the source would be to 
look through the gaps. It was this thought that led me to adding another 
layer, so the light was visible but the source was unobtainable. 



 As a prototype, I created a physical version of my initial concept 
section. I created it with fabric plaster and plastic buckets, into which I cut 
the forementioned design that reflected the site’s vernacular. The object 
was really efficient in dispersing light, especially once the two layers were 
combined. However, it did not seem enough like a cake, eventually seem-

ing more like  a lampshade. The concept was growing, but the 
execution needed more development. 

Outer Layer Inner Layer



Final Cake  After experimenting with a prototype of my cake, I managed to take  several ideas 
on board that would improve its appeal. The use of a contextual vernacular seemed too 
blatant , and the plaster didn’t match the aesthetic of a cake as I had thought it would. 
Now that I had a made a prototype to understand my concept, perhaps the next best 
move would be to create an edible cake that carried the same idea, with some minor 

alterations in execution. The idea of the mysterious light within remains, but 
several aspects have changed. The design is much less literal in its understanding of the 
site, instead of blatantly representing aspects of the site, the cake now simply alludes to 
them. The cake’s layers now overlap, leaving small gaps on each layer that let light escape 
in differing directions. This negates the need for there to be two layers, now there is one 
that achieves a similar result with less unnescessary complexity. Walnuts are scattered 
throughout the cake’s sponge, recalling the rocky aggregates found on site, and the thick 
icing recalls the mortar and acts in the same way, binding the layers of the cake together. 



 The construction of my cake went remarkably well. At first, I worried about the 
structural feasability of the project but once completed, it managed to maintain its 

shape. Where I originally wanted a more orthodox and regimented 
approach to the ‘windows’ , they turned out to be really organic and 
reminiscent of the bungaroosh and flint walls that are prevalent in Preston Village. The 
one challenge of the cake was finding a way to incorporate a candle to the inside, but I 
found that creating a lid like one would with a pumpkin was best. In terms of materiali-
ty, I feel that the cake summed up the nature of the site in principle. 

Mixing Batter Mixing Icing Creating Layers Daubing Layers
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Light

 The most important aspect of the cake is the idea of the hidden light, 
so it was vital for me to test it out in person. Unfortunately, I could not take 
pictures of it in the dark, since there was too much contrast to focus on both 

the cake and the light, but I am really happy with how it turned out. The 
light was subtle,  but emanated a really warm glow out of the 
cake’s many small openings. 



The Aftermath

By cutting into my cake, the hollow space within was revealed. The 
cake was delicious, and to slice through its many layers was a joy. The walnut 
aggregate was vital in both texture and construction. 



Precedent  

Unit 2A, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire

 This was surprisingly the building that inspired my fascination with the mask that is the facade. From first 

look, this building is extremely mundane, but it has a great deal of hidden meaning and 
mystery behind the facade. This is the building that was at the center of 2020’s FinCEN banking scandal, 
where over 1,000 businessess were licensed, most of them purportedly for the purpose of money laundering. 
Potters Bar and Preston Village are similar in many ways; they are quiet commuter towns and there is perhaps a 
lot that we would never expect under their facades. 

 The idea of the light  flickering within my cake instantaneously made me think of the ancient Persian reli-
gion of Zoroastrianism. Zoroastrianism consists of two core ritual aspects, and those are the use of fire and water 
to cleanse or purify the worshipper. Every Zoroastrian temple has a perpetual flame as its centerpiece, yet the 

religion recalls the traditional idea of the hearth-fire. Humans and fire are inextricably linked, and that 
is where I want to focus my project.

Ateshgah Fire Temple, Baku, Azerbaijan
 Mark Rothko’s Chapel focuses on many of the things thatI wish to reflect in my work. The sense of im-

penatrability, the wonder of the interior, the sense of communicative reflection. Susan J Barnes states 

that it was, “the world’s first broadly ecumenical center, a holy place open to all religions and be-
longing to none. It became a center for international cultural, religious, and philosophical exchanges, for 
colloquia and performances. And it became a place of private prayer for individuals of all faiths”. This description 
is akin to what I want my project to reflect.  

Rothko Chapel, Houston, Texas 



Initial Concept Sketches

The study into the cake proved fruitful in terms of architectural application, perhaps mostly from a formal aspect. I was drawn to the idea of layers; 
and the correlation that they have to religious spaces, most obviously seen in the Ancient Jewish Tabernacle seen on the top right. I was also struck 

by the fact that Preston Village lacks a non-denominational worship space and decided that this would be my program. These 

sketches were extremely useful in examining layers, and how their relationship changes once the center is offset. 



After further examining layers from a conceptual point of view, I implemented them into an architectural lan-

guage, with inspiration taken from the Cambodian Temple of Angkor Wat, pictured left. Here I experi-

mented with horizontal and vertical layers, as well as divine geometry so as to make such  lay-
ers interrelate. I then used a grid to create a rough  plan that incorporates the previous concept. 



Program

?

smoke
The smoke acts as a signal to draw the viewer in without having a glimpse to its source. It 
alludes to fire without displaying it. 

question
The viewer questions the source of the smoke and is intrigued to its source, yet their path 
is obstructed by a dense blockade. 

nature
Once past the blockade, the visitor finds themselves in a small sanctuary, surrounded by 
trees and water; a reminder of what makes us animals. Yet they are still to find the source 
of the smoke. 

fire
The visitor finally finds the fire, and  it is here that they reach the revelation of what makes 
them human. 



1:50

Implementing Ideas

After analysing the previous ideas set out for this project, I created a plan that summarises 

the aforementioned concepts. I created a set of three layers, culminating in 
an inner sanctum, wherein there is a constantly burning flame. The geometric design 
is inspired by the border of a medeival  Egyptian manuscript that is pictured on the right, 

with alternating thicknesses depending on the side to which one enters. 
One side is wider to promote entry there. 



Both in 1:50 scale. 

The bottom image is in charcoal to understand the spatial quality of the space and the 

feel of the roaring flame within the inner sanctum. 

Initial Sections



Situating my Site
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The best place to put my site is in the northernmost section of Preston Park. There is close ac-

cess to the main road and paths within the site, as well as views from both the main 
road and the Manor itself (above) . There is also enough space for my proposal here, 
and a slightly raised elevation that benefits the sites visibility.



Height



Height in Charcoal (1:50) To eccentuate the concept of height within my building, while retaining the prominence 

of the ‘chimney’, I created a sloping theme of verticality, with the tallest aspects of 

the building on the encouraged entrance side so as to create a grand welcome to the 
proposal. This recalls both Christian architecture’s towers, and Islamic architecture’s mina-
rets. (both pictured below) 



The Inner Sanctum



Material

Shou-Sugi-Ban Timber
Shou-Sugi-Ban Timber is burnt and is weather resistant as a consequence, as well as being 
more resistant to fire - a vital proponent for my Inner Sanctum. Furthermore, it is environ-
mentally viable, as the wood is treated only with fire, and with no chemical agent. 

Gabions
Gabions would provide the best execution of the outer wall of my project. There is an 
abundance of flint nearby, having been used as a construction material for a vast amount 
of the village. Furthermore, due to the site’s close proximity to the sea, there could be 
plenty of gabion boxes that could be reclaimed after their use as coastal defence against 
erosion. 



Paradise Garden

The Paradise Garden is a vital proponent of the project, borrowing heavily from Islamic 
gardens of the same purpose (left). The purpose is to bring the visitor into contact with 

two of Earth’s most blatant representations of life, the tree and the water, in pro-
portional harmony. Both are said to purify the mind, and in unison this connection 
is only strengthened. 



Axonometric 
1:50

To properly realise my project was to understand it from beyond a two dimensional per-
spective, and so I created an axonometric drawing of it. This was the truest rendering of 
the blocks that surround the project yet, and their nature reminded me of the Holocaust 

Memorial in Berlin (below). They seem purely defensive over what they hold, 
and that quality is important in this project. 



Elongation of Roof (1:50) Since the height of the ramparts that surround the sanctum was increased, it was vital 

to maintain the status of the sanctum within them, and to make it a calling point for 
pedestrians nearby. Instead of retaining a flat chimney, the design now opts for a 

pointed shaft that sends a beacon of light northwards, while also protecting 
the flame and the visitor within from wet weather. 



Light from Sanctum



A consqequence of creating a spire for my building was that a beacon of light was creat-
ed from the open aperture that faces northwards from my site. Not only is it practical in 
letting smoke escape efficiently, but light also escapes, much like the wind towers in Iran 

that act as infrastructure with an added bonus at night time. Both illustra-
tions were drawn at 1:50. 



Implementing Topography 
(1:1000) 

The topography of my site poses a challenge to the integrity of the project since there is 
a small gradient that slopes upwards from the entrance to the park and the main road. I 

decided to approach this by adding a fourth layer, which not only provides a flat sur-

face for the projects structural feasabjility, but also provides a space for observation 

of the exterior of the project. It was best created oval, to offset the cubic nature of the 

current plan, and to act as a cocoon for the building it hosts. This oval is flanked 
by a wall that adjusts to the changing topography as it gets steeper towards the rear of 
the building. 



Oval Plan





Placing the Project







Rationale

I have chosen the northenmost point of Preston Park as my site for 
a number of reasons. In terms of access, it is extremely close to the 
main road, as well as the park’s footpaths. It is visible from Preston 
Manor, as well as to cars passing by. It is on a natural slope that also 
lends to the projects visibility. 

The programme of the project is to provide a non-denomination-
al chapel for those in the Village that are unsatisfied with the two 
Churches that already exist there. This does not require a clergy, 
and shall be open to all faiths and non-faiths who feel in need of a 
dose of spirituality and calm. In a time of pandemic, such places are 
vital to support the wellbeing of the population. The project also 
acts as an installation that discusses spacial relation with the visitor 
through a complex relationship of layers and perception. 

After researching a number of different religious styles of  architec-
ture, I created a synthesis of them all in my non-denominational 
chapel, one which accepts all who enter. This niche was spotted 
after I noticed the prominence of the two Churches in the area, and 
wondered if there was need for a secular addition. In 2019, the Brit-
ish Social Attitudes Survey estimated that 52% of the population in 
Great Britain is irreligious, a factor that must be relevant in Preston 
Village

Analysing the local vernacular was also important to the project, 
because while creating a project designed for the majority should 
be universal in aesthetic, it is vital to ground design in its area, out 
of respect for culture, aesthetic and environment. In fact, all of 
these principles become even more relevant when designing for a 
spiritual means. 



Projects Fair Section
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